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TITLE: New Toys Encouraging Social Interaction and Multiple Ways to Play Now on 
Amazon 
 
Subtitle: 2-in-1 multiplayer games and indoor drones keep kids active and engaged 
 
START: September 25, 2019 (Bellevue, WA) –USA Toyz, a robust online toy store, is 
giving holiday shoppers more for their amusement and money this season. This month, 
they announced the release of three new RC toys that adapt from individual, solo play 
to multiplayer action. 
 
Launching first is the Force1 Stunt Rider Drone that comes with an action figure that 
rides on the drone. The included figurine sets this stunt drone apart from other RC 
drones on the market. Users can surf the air in hoverboard mode or glide with the wind 
in paraglider mode. This indoor drone with three speed modes (low, medium, or high) 
appeals to new and experienced RC pilots. For easy maneuverability, the stunt drone 
can hover at a set altitude and includes Headless Mode to automatically orient the 
drone to the controller’s position. And the remote control features an Emergency Stop 
button to stop the propellers immediately for a quick landing. 
 
Screen-free, active toys are topping wish lists, and this mini stunt drone is delivering. A 
satisfied customer mentioned, “I bought this for my 10 year old and he has so much fun 
with it! Finally found a toy fun enough to get him away from his phone.”  
 
This exclusive paraglider stunt drone from Force1 is available on Amazon for $36.99 
with free, Prime shipping. 
 
Want to get the whole group in on the action? The hit-of-the-party Scoot hands-free 
drone now comes in a 2 pack - one red and one blue. Scoot Duo will bring party guests, 
office co-workers and friend tribes to their feet to keep this UFO drone flying, controlled 
by motion sensors. Customers can fly these drones together and watch them use 
high-tech sensors to detect obstacles for hands-free flying. To change up the fun, Scoot 
drones can compete to see which one flies longer or races faster. Adults and kids can 
get creative by navigating both Scoots through an indoor obstacle course. This drone 
two pack doubles the fun and the wow factor.  
 
The Scoot Duo from Force1 is available on Amazon for $59.99 with free, Prime 
shipping. 
 
Another interactive game new to the USA Toyz line-up for 2019 is the complete Soccer 
Robot Kit. These remote control toys feature 2 durable soccer robot toys with red and 
blue team uniforms. Players use the 2.4Ghz remote to control robots that dribble, kick 
and score. One leg kicks the ball on the ground, and the other kicks it high in the air. 
Players can even attach the included soccer balls to the bot’s hand to drop kick the ball! 

https://www.amazon.com/Force1-Stunt-Riders-Mini-Drone/dp/B07TJBBRS7
https://www.amazon.com/Force1-Scoot-Hand-Drones-Kids/dp/B07W9FG474


The set includes 2 robots, 2 soccer balls, cones, goal nets and a play mat. This game 
can be played in beginner and pro modes, by adjusting the bumpers to 90mm or 60mm 
wide. 
Kids (ages 6 and up) and adults can practice hand-eye coordination individually or go              
head-to-head with friends and family! 
 
The USA Toyz Soccer Bots RC Game is available on Amazon for $49.99 with free, 
Prime shipping. 
 
Whether friends and family are looking for smart gift ideas for boys and girls or ways to                 
keep kids active indoors this Fall and Winter, these new products from USA Toyz draw               
more people into the fun and open up creative ways to play. USA Toyz also tests every                 
toy in-house to provide the best toys for the greatest playing experience imaginable.  
 
######## 
About Kaliber Global: 
Kaliber Global is a top-tier Amazon seller and the fastest-growing retailer in Washington 
State (Inc. 500, 2017).  They are a locally owned business based in Bellevue, 
Washington that specializes in Amazon seller management as well as growing their own 
private-label brands since 2012. 
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https://www.amazon.com/USA-Toyz-Soccer-Bots-Robot/dp/B07SZJCG4Y

